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Who’s done their homework? The Bank of England’s governor,
Mark Carney, has a few lessons up his sleeve for buyers and
sellers. Graham Norwood gives the housing market his own
end-of-year report and sums up what we all have to learn

Q
uiet at the back there! After some

rowdy behaviour in the housing-market

class during a frantic first half of 2014,
Britain’s buyers and sellers have been
told that they must try harder for the rest
of the year.
The new headteacher, Canadian

Mark Carney, educated at Harvard
and Oxford, is introducing a little
discipline. The man (aka the governor

)
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of the Bank of England) who has made
securing a home loan slower and tougher
than before, thanks to the Mortgage
Market Review, introduced in spring,
now has government support to cut
the size of specific loans offered to

prospective purchasers up and down
the property ladder.
If results do not improve, and fast,

he promises to reintroduce housing’s
equivalent of the cane — interest-rate
rises — as well as announcing other
measures to cool the market, as part of
Thursday’s Financial Stability Report.
The clampdown follows six months of

seriously bad behaviour by the more
unruly pupils. In places, controversial
open houses crammed buyers into
pressurised viewing sessions and forced
prices up even further. Sealed bids
became the norm by Easter in popular
postcodes, as estate agencies cashed in
on prices rises of 20% in just three
months. Getting a buyer to pay above
the asking price seemed easier than
passing a media studies GCSE.
As Carney cleans the whiteboard for

the summer, what lessons have been

learnt? Will Help to Buy be put into
special measures? And what do we all
need to brush up on to get ahead for the
gruelling autumn term?

M O D E R N
H I S T O R Y
The highs of early 2014 had their origins
in the downturn of 2008. “We had five
years’ worth of people who had put off
moving because of the recession coming
to the market at once, and it became a
bit of a bunfight,” says Adam Hesse, a
partner at Aston Mead, which specialises
in properties across the home counties.
The National Association of Estate Agents
says that, in March, each of its members
had an average of 42 homes on their
books — a 10-year low. Six months
earlier, it had been 57.
Haart, an Essex-based estate agency

that sells across the southeast, reported
an average of 100 would-be buyers for
open-house viewings in the spring,
while one starter home in East Ham —
which may have been mentioned in the
Domesday Book, but hasn’t been the
most aspirational of suburban addresses

in recent years — had 120 people queuing
up to take a look.
Soon, it wasn’t just a London

phenomenon. A historic family house
in Topsham, on the attractive outskirts

of Exeter, had more than 30 viewers in
one day in April.
Yet with buyers having filled their

boots after six years of holding back —
like a class of preteens high on Ritalin —
the hysteria has subsided. Kinleigh
Folkard & Hayward (KFH), which has
more than 50 offices across greater
London, says that between New Year
and mid-June, the number of homes
on sale has increased by 25% compared
to a year ago. Buyer numbers are up
by 18% and the number of offers has
soared by 43%, suggesting that many
more purchasers are making offers on
multiple homes.
The same analysis by the agency in

late March revealed even more frantic
behaviour — buyer numbers were up by
43%, homes on sale by 28% and offers
by 59%. Yet the message appears to be
that demand is pent up no more. “Over
the past six weeks, the heady highs have
stabilised,” says Lisa Mackenzie, sales
director at KFH. “More normal market
conditions are being seen.”

G E O G R A P H Y
Not everyone has performed well in
this subject over the past six months.
In some parts of the country, the
apparent risk of a property bubble
about to burst, a looming crash in the
housing market and the notion of mass

viewings of homes on sale seemed,
frankly, laughable.
According to Stephen Holland,

associate partner and head of residential
sales at Carter Jonas’s office in Kendal,
“the north-south divide remains much
in evidence”. Data from Hamptons
International estate agency backs this up,
showing just how split the UK is, even if
you discount the stellar price increases
seen in some parts of central London.
Johnny Morris, head of research at
Hamptons, says many areas of the UK
“are still lagging well behind”, while
“the London commuter belt has stormed
away so far this year”.
Thus, Elmbridge, in Surrey, St Albans,

in Hertfordshire, and Wokingham, in
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Berkshire, have seen average prices jump
by 10% or 11% in the past year, mostly
since January (see table overleaf). Yet
Liverpool, Burnley, Barnsley and the
Wyre Forest, in the Midlands, have seen
at most a feeble 1% increase in property
prices — or no growth at all.
After six months of rises, the poshest

parts of central London, such as
Kensington and Knightsbridge, now have
average prices 48% above their 2008
pre-downturn level. Yet prices in
Liverpool are 27% lower than they were
six years ago; they’re down by 20% in
Leeds, 16% in Birmingham and 14% in
Lincolnshire. Even sunny Salcombe,
in Devon, the second-home sailing

The number of
would-be buyers
prowling properties
in Oxford has risen
by 21% in the last
year. Prime prices
are also up, and this
four-bedroom town
house on Kingston
Road, which has
been on sale for
just two weeks, has
already had more
than 20 viewers
through the door.
01865 790077,
knightfrank.co.uk

£1 .3m

TOWNHOUSE
OF THE WEEK

This new-build at 21 Wapping Lane, in east London, one of
2014’s booming locations, has a wraparound roof terrace with
360-degree views. The three-bedroom, 18th-floor penthouse
has a “contemporary luxe interior” — all very metropolitan.
07787 437318, ballymoregroup.com

SKYL INE OF THE WEEK

£5m
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haven, is almost 10% adrift of the
highs it saw before the recession bit.
Help to Buy, described by some as a

potential threat to price stability, has
turned out to be neither a bubble-maker
nor a spur to improve the market outside
the already affluent regions. It is split
into two parts: the first Help to Buy
scheme provides potential purchasers
with a 20% equity loan to buy a
new-build home, while the second
enables would-be buyers to snap up a
property with a 5% deposit. Both apply
to homes worth up to £600,000.
There have been only 27,861 sales

using Help to Buy in the 13 months of
its existence up to early June, which
accounts for less than 3% of total
transactions. About 85% of them were to
first-time buyers, and only 5% were in
London. A significant majority of deals
were done in southern England — 4,439
sales in the southeast, compared to 1,558
in the northeast, 957 in Scotland and 369
in Wales. A cross-party group of MPs last
week criticised the government for
failing to examine whether Help to Buy
was the best way to revive the housing
market before it ploughed ahead and
introduced the £10bn scheme.
Neil Foster, director of Foster Maddison

estate agency in Newcastle upon Tyne,
seems to have a point when he says:
“The mythical concept of a housing
bubble is confined to within the M25.”

H O M E
E C O N O M I C S
Calculating how much you spend on
Starbucks lattes and feed for the family
pony — two things loan applicants are
now expected to quantify, thanks to
the rigorous rules of the Mortgage Market
Review (MMR) — sounds boring, and it
is. But the MMR, introduced at the end
of April, has been perhaps the biggest
constraint on house-price excess so far
this year.
At first, MMR was expected merely to

be a bureaucratic delay, slowing loan
applications until lenders and borrowers
learnt the ropes and got used to the new
system. Instead, the rigorous rules have
stopped some deals dead, with the Bank
of England reporting three consecutive

months of falling loan approvals. Some
mortgage brokers are so exasperated by
the increased bureaucracy, they are
thinking of throwing in the towel after
years in the business.
“I know of two deals around Henley

that have fallen through because
well-qualified buyers have not been
able to secure enough funding,” says
Mark Parkinson, of Middleton Advisors,
a home-counties buying agency. Rupert
Sweeting, head of the country-house
department at Knight Frank, whose
average deal is closer to £1m than to

the national average of £260,000, says
buyers who had mortgage offers in
principle three months ago “have found
houses in the past two weeks, only to
find their bank unwilling to honour the
previous agreement”.
The MMR has dampened the market

in another way, too. One agent, who
wishes to remain anonymous, says
that with mortgage applications now
taking about six weeks, instead of the
previous two, some buyers are increasing
their asking prices and claiming that
the market has risen in the interim.
The result? “Most buyers were

exhausted answering the questions to get
the original-sized loan, so don’t bother
reapplying. The deals then collapse.”

H O M E W O R K F O R
T H E S C H O O L
H O L I D A Y S
“Nothing much slows down sales in
London, except school holidays,” says
Jonathan Hewlett, head of the London
region for Savills. “They’re having a
bigger effect each year. We all work
harder now, so when schools are out,
we play instead of buying homes.”
The sunny slowdown is exacerbated

this year by the World Cup, a distraction
not just for pupils sitting their exams,

but for buyers. The result? Some insiders
think the sales season may be all over —
and, according to one buying agency,
it is now. “The market is set to be
consistently unexciting for the rest of
the year,” says Robin Gould, who
handles west of England clients for the
buying agency Prime Purchase.
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The message is echoed across the
country. “We’ve seen the peak for 2014,”
says WilliamWells, sales director at
Mullucks Wells, an agency specialising in
midmarket and upwards sales in Essex
and Hertfordshire. In Surrey and
Berkshire, Adam Hesse, of Aston Mead,
believes the market has “plateaued”.
This will come as a relief to frazzled

first-time buyers, but it’s not all good
news — at £260,000, the average home
now costs almost 10 times the £26,910
typical annual UK salary, according to
figures released last week by the Office
for National Statistics. In London, the
average house price is £485,000, more
than 14 times the typical yearly wage.

P O L I T I C S
When headteacher Carney welcomes
pupils back after the summer, his task
in enforcing discipline will be helped by
supply teachers Mr Miliband and Mr
Clegg. Labour’s review into housing
market failures, led by the former BBC
chairman Sir Michael Lyons, will take

centre stage at the party’s autumn
conference. The Liberal Democrats,
meanwhile, say that, should they be in
government after 2015, they want to
borrow to fund more housebuilding and
thus cut current price increases fuelled
by a shortage of supply.
Both parties will use their conferences

to unveil new proposals on a mansion
tax or council tax — a prospect that
would cause leading estate agencies to go
lobster-red quicker than a fortnight on
the beach. “It’s not international bankers
and wealthy foreign investors who will
be hit, it’s domestic owners who live in
and love London,” says the Notting Hill
estate agent Nick Crayson. And Richard
Barber of WA Ellis, a Knightsbridge
agency, says a mansion tax “is a double
taxation on buyers who’ve paid stamp
duty on their property, and will have to
pay capital gains tax and possibly
inheritance tax when it is sold”.
Homebuyers in England and Wales

spent an estimated £5.6bn on stamp

duty in the year to March, up from
£4.7bn for the same period in 2013,
according to Lloyds Bank.
Such controversies, coupled with the

uncertainty caused by next spring’s

election, will combine to make the
autumn sales window a narrow one
before the market battens down the
hatches until after the polls close.
“The recovery is fragile and buyers

will continue to be cautious,” says Robin
Gould, of Prime Purchase. “Vendors
have a Hobson’s choice in terms of
timing when to sell. On balance, this
year is probably best — unless they can
wait until after the election.”
If you are selling, be quick. In the past

week, the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors has scaled back its forecast for
UK house-price growth over the next
year from 3.9% to 3.6%, while a panel
of experts on the Economic Research
Council has predicted that the market
will peak next year, with slower price
growth thereafter.
Owners of perfectly normal properties

in streets across suburban London, which
only earlier this year attracted record
viewings and prices, are now admitting
that their ambitions may have been
overreaching. Asking prices are being
regraded before the autumn term. It
looks as if Carney’s cane is having an
effect. And that’s without it — or the
base rate — even being raised.

Asking prices are being
regraded before the autumn
term. It looks as if Carney’s
cane is having an effect
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The north/south divide is alive and well
The highest price rises outside London

The smallest price rises outside London

Local authority
Annual
growth

Elmbridge, Surrey

Three Rivers, Hertfordshire

Hertsmere, Hertfordshire

Wokingham, Berkshire

Epsom & Ewell, Surrey

Average price £465,000

Wyre Forest, Worcestershire

Darlington, Co Durham

Liverpool

Hartlepool

Burnley, Lancashire

Average price £147,000

£100,000

£92,000

£79,000

£346,000

£69,000

£325,000

£329,000

£386,000

11%

11%

11%

10%

10%

1%

1%

1%

no change

no change
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